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Helping Quiet Kids to Open Up 
 

Cricket. Cricket. Cricket. This is the sound that emanates from a group filled with quiet kids. Fortunately, it’s not 
often that you’ll have a group made up entirely of kids who are “vocally challenged.” Quiet kids are often deep 
thinkers with quiet spirits. That’s not a bad thing at all! Nevertheless, it’s important that you create a safe 
environment where (with a little bit of encouragement) they’ll be willing to share their thoughts and feelings with 
others. This gives them the opportunity to voice their struggles, challenges, fears, hopes, and dreams. You never 
want to force a kid to share, so here are a few tips that will help encourage them to share.  
 
Engage them outside of group. Some kids need to know and trust you before they’re willing to open up in a 
group. Take some time during drop-off or pick-up time to talk one-on-one with your quiet kids. As they become 
more comfortable with you, they’ll be more likely to share during group time. 
 
Seat the kids in a circle. When kids are seated in a clump rather than a circle, it’s easy for kids with less inclination 
for sharing to hide or get lost in the back of the cluster. 
 
Call on quiet kids directly. Sometimes quiet kids need to feel invited into a conversation. When you call on a kid 
directly, it communicates that you want them to be a part of the group and that you’re interested in what they have 
to say. 
 
Be okay with silence. It might take some kids a moment to put words to their thoughts. That’s okay! Don’t feel 
the need to “rescue” them too quickly. If they can’t or don’t want to join the conversation just yet, that’s okay too. 
But don’t let that be the last time you call on them. 
 
Affirm them after sharing. For some kids, sharing aloud in a group is a huge emotional and social risk. If you 
affirm them after sharing, it greatly increases the chance they’ll share again. A simple, “Wow! I love the way you 
think!” or “Great answer—thanks for sharing!” will often do the trick. 

 

BIG IDEA: Jesus forgives us, so we should forgive others. 

BIBLE BASIS: Matthew 18:21-35 

KEY VERSE: For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” Romans 3:23 
(NIV) 
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Greet parents and check-in kids on IPAD as they arrive while engaging 
kids in any of the opening activities below. 
“LET’S FACE IT” STORY PREP 
 
What you say: We’re in the middle of our “Let’s Face It” series, and once again, we 
get to help create a mask for the telling of today’s Bible story. Let’s work together as 
a group to create the best mask we possibly can! 
 
What you do: Coordinate with your ministry leader and/or the other small group 
leaders to determine which of the masks your group will be creating. Today’s “Big Bible Story” masks are: King, 
First Servant (rich man), Second Servant (sad man), and Third Servant (angry man). Place the paper grocery 
bag in the middle of the group along with a box of markers. Tell your group that they must work together to draw 
their character’s face on one side of the bag (preferably the side without a crease). Draw the bottom of the face 
closest to the opening in the bag so that when someone puts the bag over their head, the face is right-side up. 
Encourage the kids to be creative, have fun, take turns, and fill the space. Don’t let the other groups see your 
drawing just yet. When finished, give your mask to the Large Group leader. If time remains, ask the following 
question: 
 
Question: Think of a time that someone made you really mad. What happened? 
 
BIBLE STORY COLORING PAGE 
Some of the best conversations happen around a group of kids coloring together.  If 
you have kids who prefer a quieter activity, but still want to connect; pass out this 
week’s Bible Story coloring page and talk to them about there week and then get them 
thinking about today’s Bible Story as you color together. This is a great way to get 
your quiet kids talking.  
 
THUMBS UP THUMBS DOWN 
Simply ask the kids in your group to share one good thing that happened this week (thumbs up) and one not-
so-good thing (thumbs down). This is a great way for your group to share celebrations and struggles with one 
another. 

PRAY TOGETHER BEFORE LARGE GROUP 
Take a moment to pray with your kids before leading them to Large group.  Ask the Holy Spirit to speak to 
them, ask for peace over the room, and for them to hear clearly what God wants to say to them today. 
 
 

Supplies 
• 1 Bible story coloring 

page per child 
 

• Crayons or markers 

Supplies 
• 1 grocery bag per 

group 
 

• Crayons or markers 
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For Younger Kids: 
1. What was your favorite part of this story?  
2. The first servant refused to show the second servant forgiveness even after the king had forgiven him. 

Why do you think that is? 
 

For Older Kids: 
1. How is the king in this story like God?  
2. Why do you think Jesus told this story to Peter?  

 
 

 
 

(Application Activity)  

Set up: Print two sets of “First to Forgive” game cards on 8½” x 11” cardstock for each 
group and cut apart. 
 
What you say: It can be really hard to forgive people when they sin against us. A lot 
of times we want to hold onto our anger and hurt, but God asks us to forgive others in 
the same way that He forgives us. We’re going to play a game right now that will help 
us think about how we can forgive like God does. 
 
What you do:   Divide your small group into two teams. Spread the two sets of “First to Forgive” game cards face 
down together in the middle of the group. Most of the game cards have one letter from the word “FORGIVE” along 
with a question or physical challenge. The object of the game is to be the first team to collect all seven letters and 
place them in order. Choose a team to go first. Allow a kid on that team to flip over one card. If they flip over a card 
with a letter on it, the kids on that team must answer the question or perform the physical challenge on the card. 
They will then get to keep the card. If they flip over a card with a letter they already have, they must return the card 
to the middle and lose their turn. If they flip over the “Bonkers” card, they must return the card to the middle and 
the opposing team gets to make up a crazy action for their team to perform. (For example: Walk around and cluck 
like a chicken.) If a card is returned to the middle, mix the cards up so kids don’t know where it is. Have the teams 
continue taking turns until one team has all seven letters. See below for a list of the questions and physical 
challenges. 
 
“First to Forgive” Cards: 

• F: Is there someone in your life that you need to forgive? What do you need to forgive them for? 
• O: Do 15 jumping jacks. 
• R: Why do you think it’s so hard to forgive people sometimes? 
• G: Army crawl all the way around the group. 
• I: Why do you think it’s so important for us to forgive people who hurt us? 
• V: Leap frog over one kid on your team. 
• E: Tell about a time you forgave someone. How did it feel when you forgave them? 

 

Supplies 
• 2 sets of “First to 

Forgive” cards per 
group 
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(Bible Memorization Activity) 

 

What you do: Give each kid in your group a “Bible Bit” card. Each “Bible Bit” card has 
just one bit of the following Bible verse on it: 
 

“For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” Romans 
3:23 (NIV) 

   
For Round 1: Have the children arrange the “Bible Bits” in the correct order on the floor. (For younger kids, there 
will be numbers on the cards.) Children can only touch their own card. If someone touches a card other than their 
own, all the cards must be picked up and the round begins again. When they have completed each round 
successfully, gather the cards up and have the group recite the verse from memory.  
 
For Round 2: Redistribute the cards to the children, making sure they have different cards this time. Children must 
repeat the instructions for Round 1, but without talking this time.  
 
For Round 3: Repeat the above instructions, but children may not talkor use their hands.  
 
For Round 4: Repeat the above instructions, but children may not talk, use their hands, or smile. (You’d be 
surprised how hard it is not to smile when you’re trying not to smile.) If anyone smiles, the cards are picked back 
up and the round begins again.  
 
Question: Why do you think it’s so hard to forgive people sometimes? 
 
 

(Group Prayer Activity) 

 
What you do: Place a poster board or piece of butcher block paper in the middle of the 
group along with a box of markers. In the middle of the poster board or paper, write the 
word “FORGIVE” in large letters. Tell the kids to think of someone they need to forgive 
or something they need to ask God for forgiveness for. When ready, have them draw a 
picture of it on the poster board or paper. When the kids are finished, allow them to talk 
about their drawing and share how the other kids can be praying for them. When 
everyone has finished sharing, lead the kids in a closing prayer. Encourage the kids to 
pray that Jesus would forgive them and help them forgive others. When the prayer is over, have the kids draw a 
cross over their picture. 
 
 

Supplies 
• 1 Bible verse sign 

per group 

• 1 set of Bible Bit 
cards per group 

Supplies 
• 1 large 

posterboard or 
piece of butcher 
paper per group 

• Markers and 
crayons 


